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The notion of quasi-perfect normality which generalizes the notion of usual perfect normality 
is introduced and the behavior of the dimension functions in this class of spaces is investigated. 
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The purpose of this pager is to introduce the nation of quasi-perfect normaW 
whiehgenerahzes the usual notion of perfec, normality a Ed to study its (dimensiona;) 
properties and applications. The class of quasi-per&My normal spaces is a wide class 
df spl\ces which includes rill perfectly nor’mal spaces and all products of compact 
metric spaces. On the uther hand this class is included in that of perfectly k-normal 
spaces [I 13, that is the class Qz of sp;aces inwhich every open subset is z-embedded 
[l]. Among athe1 tti&, we s&w that 
(a) inductive dimelrsions ind and. l[nd coincide in the class of hereditarily normal 
peff ectly k -normal compact spaces, thereby answering (particular?v) one problem 
of FedorlSuk [7], - 
(b) evcit;y t&subsetJ of the- C;ertitor cube fof an arbitrary weight) is strongly 
z&&-dir&&ion& i’hiis :answers a corres@onding question of areiua [14, p. 3121, 
and shows that the w&known enlargement theorem of Tumarkin cannot Se . 
extetiWd W+ the dais of products trf zero-dimensional compact iQetric spaces. 
f# the ‘StOniS&& mtipa&iiicatiun of the real line is not in Oz - a n _ 
sduti~&t t& probh?m sof SBMr !I, p. 68 referee informed me that 
result of Terada [X3]. Hence credit sk rior diseoPl ery. 
e present proof is Included in the raged version of this pap x or11y as a some~ lrhat 
&r&&e& “@df ~&f&is .r+&u@) 
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All topological spaces under consideration will be campietely re@iI~ and Haus- 
do& The collection of all zero-sets (a zero-set is the set of zeros of a reabaiued 
continuous function) of space X is denoted by Z(X). A ~ubet s of a topological 
space X is z -embeBded in X in case each zero-set of S is the’ restr&i&r to-S of a 
zero-set of X [l]. C(X) (respectively, C*(X)) denotes the set of all real-valued 
(respectively, bounded real-valued) ~6, ntinuous functions on X; and if f~ C*(X), 
then f denotes its continuous extension to C(&X). Z(f denotes the zero-s& of fi 
The covering dimension dim is define-3 by means of finite cozero-covers. For the 
basic theory of inf.’ : :tive dimensions ihda and Indo see [4], [S] aed [S]. 
DeRnition. We shall say that X is quasi-perfectly normal in case the closure of every 
G&-subset of X is a zero-set of X. 
It is easy to see that every perfectly normal space is quasi-perfectly tlomal and 
every quasi-perfectly normal space is perfectly k-normal (or equivalently, is a 
member of the class Oz ; see the beginning pf the paper). The converse statements 
are false: 
(1) The Cantor cube of uncountable weight is an example of a quasi-perfectly 
normal space which is not perfectly normal, 
(2) @#I is an example of a perfectly k-normal space which is not quasi-perfectky 
normal. 
We first give a characterization of hereditarily normal quasi-perfectly normal 
spaces. 
‘Ikorem 1. For any hereditarily normal space X, these are equivalent: 
(a) X is quasi-perfectly normaJ. 
lb) Every C&-subset o]‘X is z-embedded in X. 
Proof. (a) + tb). Let S be an arbitrary @a-subset of X and 2 E is(S). It is easy to 
see that 2 is a C&-subset of X and hence, by (a), cl~&? E Z(X), Clearly 2 = 
clx Z AS. Thus S is z-embedded in X. 
(b)=+(a). Let S b e an arbitrary &subset of X, let B = S u (x -clfi), an$ aote 
that B is also a &-subset of X. Evidently S is a closed C&-subset of the normal 
space B and hence S E Z(B). By (b), there is Z E Z(X) with S = Z A B* It is easy to 
see that cl& = 2. This completes the FC’F)G~. 
normal. 
l%@, Ttricsr Corollary is an immediate conseqluence of Propositions 1.1 and 5.1 from 
[I] and Theorem 1. 
It follows from the Definition that the property of being quasi-perfectly normaI 
is inherit& by Gamsubsets and hence WC have the following, 
Ti&mx$. If X be a normal quasi-peflectly normal space, then ind X = indo X and 
# 
Jnd X = Indo x. 
The proof of this Theorem is similar to the proof of the Proposition 1 from [7]. 
COrdloty 2. If X be a completely paracompact (compact) quasi-perfectly normal 
space, then ind X = Ind X, 
In particular, this Corollary answers the problem of FedorEuk [7] in the class of 
hereditarily normal spaces (see Corollary 1). 
It follows from the proof of the implication (a} * (b) in Theorem 1 that every 
&subset of any (not only hereditarily normal) quasi-perfectly normal space is 
t-embedded and hence, by Theorem 2 from [3] and Theorem 2.5 from [4], we have 
the following 
COPOM~ 3. If S be a G&-subset of a quasi-perfectly normal space X, then dim S < 
dim X and Indo S e In& X. 
Note now that the class of quasi-perfectly normal spaces includes also the class of 
so-called k-metrizable compacts [12]. Indeed, let S be an arbitrary Gs-subset of 
k-met&able compact X. Evidently, by complete regularity of X, S is a union of 
some family of zero-sets of X. By Theorem 7 from [ 121, cl&J is a zero-set in X. Thus 
we have 
CO~O~~W 4. Dimensisns dim and In& have the monotonicity property with respect 
to C&subsets in the class of k-met&able compacts (in particular, in the class of 
Dugundji compacts). 
Corollary 5. Every Ga-subset of the Cantor cube (of an arbitrary weight) is strongly 
zero-dimensional. 
Rematk 1. In [14, p. 3121, Zarelu;d posed the following problem: let M be a 
zero-dimensional not strongly zero-dimensional subspace of the Cantor cube D 
constructed by Dowker. Does there exist a normal open neighbourhood of M in D 
with positive dimension dim ? Corollary 9 shows that an answer to this problem is 
negative. This Corollary shows also that every G&-subset of 6) containing M is 
strongly zero-dimensional and hence the well-known enlargement heorem of 
Tumarkin does not hold in the Cantor cube of uncountable weight, 
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clot0 6. Dimemions dim and Ind have the cumplete mortotonicity p~~pwt~~iN!& 
class of hereditarily normal perfectly k-normal spaces. 
In 193 E. Pal has shown that each dense subset of a perfectly k-nQtlra8i s@# has 
the dimension (dim) not greater than the dimension of the wh~le~S~a&I&-tttis 
co!lnection we note that Proposition 5.11 from [Xl, Theorem 2 from [3]*and Theorem 
2.5 from [ t] give additional informati& about the behavior of the dimensWWi&r 
and IndD in the class of arbitrary perfectly k-normal spaces: 
Y. If S be an open or a dense subset of a perfectly k-normal space X, then 
dim S Q dim X lmd Indo S G In& X. 
rijy 3. If one of the normal quasi-perfectly normal spaces X and Y is not empty, 
then inc:l X x Y d Ind X + Xnd Y. 
Proof. This inequality follows from Theorem 1 from [\6’1? from Theorem 2 and f,om 
the obvious inequality ind s indo which holds in the class of arbitrary Tychonoff 
spaces. 
Remark 2. It follows from [2] that the Stone-&h inc.rement ofan ,?irbitrary 1ocaIly 
compact and nonpseudocompact space is not perfectly k-normal. Tlbis fact trivially 
implies that the Stone-tech compactification of a locally compact Lindeliif non- 
compact space (for example, J3 1 is not quasi-perfectly normal. Now we prove a 
much stronger esult than the last one. 
ition. If X is not pseudocompact, then /?X’ is not quasi-perfktly normal. 
roof. By the assumption, vX # /3X and hence there exists a non-empty zero-set 
Z of /3X with X n 2 = 8. The space Y = /3X -2 is locally compact Lindeliif and 
not compact. By the above-. Remark, CpX = /3Y is not quasi-perfectly normal. 
(D. Rudd [lo]). Let f cz C*(X). If there exists a subset B of X which i3 
completely xparated from 2 ( f) and such that for any c: > 0 there is an b E B with 
r(O)1 *: E, then Z( 7) f cls&T( f). 
PJsw we give a solution of Blair’s ~lroblem [l, p. 6861. 
(T. Terada [13]). /3 is not perfectly k-normal, 
It suffices to show that /3 + denotes the space of all positive real 
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-CJeiurfg ~R:‘,s 8 regulariyclosed subset of lR+ and hence clih+F is regularly closed In 
@iw*+ Supptrse now that this set is a zeio-set of /3rW’, i.e. clg~+ FE ZQ3R*). Then 
there &id a fU6tiQn j% Csl(R*) with clBR+F = i?‘(fi. Without loss of generality 
we can assume thaQf -is’notn-negative. Clearly 
and hence z(T) = cl,&Z(f). For each n E cpo, n 2 1, consider the set 
Bn = f-‘(1fn)n(2n --2,2n - 1). 
Clearly, by continuity off, B,, 7t 0. Then choosing arbitrarily po!int && from B,, we set 
B = {b,,: pt B 1). It is easy to see that B is a closed subset of 08’ disjoint from F and 
hence completely separated from Z(fl = F. Evi&ntly B satisfies the conditions of 
the above Lemma and hence, by this Lemma, clsR+Z(f) Z Z(T). ContradicSon. 
Thus clsR+F is not a zero-set of PW’ and hence &‘3’ is not perfectly k-normal. This 
completes the proof. 
Finally we note that the same proof shows that: PQ, where Q denotes the space 
of rationals, also is not perfectly Cc-normal. 
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